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MAKING IT EASIER TO USE THE FUELSAVER WEBSITE
EECA’s Fuel Economy Labelling Advisors have been out on the road and have visited more
than 95% of new vehicle franchise agents, as well as many used traders. Following the
valuable ideas and feedback given to help improve the process to get a label we are now
working towards making the Fuelsaver website as useful and user friendly as possible.
These improvements will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

back dating label information for used Japanese imports to 2000
making it possible to get a label anytime from entry certification through to sale
improving links to search by VIN, model code, chassis number or registration
having less screens to click on in order to generate a label
a ‘not available’ notice appearing automatically if a label not available
ability to print more than one label at a time.

These changes will be phased in over the next six months.
From Monday 20 July on the Fuelsaver website you will see:
1. The ‘Fuel Economy Label’ button will go straight to a new label generator page
2. The label generator page will click straight through to ‘Display a fuel label’ which
will go direct to a PDF label print button and if a label is not available it will bring up
a ‘not available’ notice.
3. The ‘Industry Login’ button opens an industry only model code search page, this
allows a search by model and vehicle specification. You can access this by using the
following login Email: label@fuelsaver" Password: trader. More information will
follow on how to use this search. .
4. A ‘What are fuel economy labels’ button will take you to the question and answer
pages. A must read.
The EECA team will start visiting used vehicle traders later this year to help with both the
legal and practical requirements.
We hope you find these changes useful and we look forward to working with you in the
future. If you have any questions in the meantime please contact us on 0800 358 676 or via
email fuel.economy@eeca.govt.nz.
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